The influence of sterols on the sensitivity of lipid bilayers to melittin.
The sensitivity of planar lipid bilayers to the permeabalizing effect of melittin was evaluated when sterols of varying structure were incorporated into the membrane. The addition of increasing amount of cholesterol (0-50 mole %) decreased the sensitivity of membranes formed from negatively charged phospholipids to melittin but did not (in amount of up to 66 mole %) change the sensitivity of membranes formed from zwitterionic lipids. 7-Dehydrocholesterol, stigmasterol and ergosterol had the same ability as that of cholesterol to decrease the membrane sensitivity to melittin, while lanosterol had no effect on the sensitivity of membranes to melittin. The results suggest that the effect of sterols is complex and cannot be explained only by a direct interaction of melittin with cholesterol, by a decrease of membrane fluidity, or by changes in distribution of surface charge.